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Theme shows can be great, for even a topic as seemingly banal as garden can yield panoply of
visions. In this case, the show is too small and too restricted to dazzle with astounding variety.
It showcases 35 works by 18 artists in the Washington-Baltimore area (all women, in keeping
with the museum's mandate), and most present expected variations on the theme: paintings of
inviting and pretty gardens, colorful tangles of vegetation, overtly symbolic works with
allusions to Eden, nymphs, or fruit as sex. But there are a handful of stand-outs that make this
show worth visiting, especially for those interested complementing their tour of national
museums with at least a glimpse of the local art scene.
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effect. Vicki Still's gelatin silver prints, Bearded Irises, presents a play of transparency and
texture against a background of pure light. Jean Larson uses a bud or flower as the keystone
for small color-field paintings in rich oranges, reds and yellows (this is especially effective in
Les Fleurs du Midi XXV and Flower of Paradise). Rosario Chamorro paints her
Watermelons and Oranges with the exaggerated fatness of a Botero sculpture. And Susan
Davidoff in Upper Madera Canyon, Rice Grass No 1uses a cocktail of media -- charcoal,
clay, plant materials, earth, Xerox transfer on paper -- to create a monochromatic portrait of
rice grass, startling in its simplicity and warmth. If Davidoff s work recalls Chinese and
Japanese paintings, Katja Oxman's diptych, If Bird the Silence Contradict, is openly inspired
by Japanese prints: a single orchid rises in an interior as patterned as a Matisse odalisque
painting.

Brece Honeycutt's Bench not only stands out as the show's sole three-dimensional work, but
also as its center of gravity. Strong and lyrical, it consists of a garden bench with cast paper
objects: a gray pail on its side under the bench, two pitchers, one earth-colored the other
black, an upturned pot. Fashioned from flax and cotton and pigmented with earth and tea,
pitchers, pails and pots evoke the sweat and satisfaction of bringing life forth l1'om the earth..
Above the sculpture hang three large drawings -- Lilac Tree, Bound and Bound Twigs __
their bold, black strokes capturing the delight and power of movement as the arm sows seeds
and the branch sways with the wind.
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http://www.nmwa.org/

Agree? Disagree? Comments?
Talk about it in our Forums.

